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to a baseline of only using SDRAM for edge-detection in a
HD image.
Section II discusses generic image processing algorithms
and memory considerations. Section III explains the stream
paradigm further. Section IV describes the ADI Blackfin embedded processor. Section V describes the two approaches for
low-latency memory usage. Section VI describes the workload
examined here. Section VII describes the implementation of
an edge-detector using the BF561 and discusses results. Section VIII discusses the related work for utilizing configurable
memory hierarchies and applying the stream model to existing
architectures. Section IX concludes the paper. Section X
outlines future work.

Abstract— We examine the use of the embedded Blackfin
BF561 processor for high-definition image processing using the
stream model of computing. The Blackfin features a configurable
memory hierarchy that minimizes the Memory Wall effect. We
describe the stream model and its application to the BF561 to
utilize low-latency on-chip memory and compare to a worst-cast
baseline using SDRAM only. We find a 2X to 3X speedup in the
edge detection of a 1920x1080 pixel image using C and 3X to
11X speedup using assembly.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As high definition (HD) cameras and displays become commonplace, the need to quickly process large images increases.
The embedded processors found in such devices have, for the
most part, not followed the trend of increasingly faster clock
speeds seen in general-purpose processors. High clock speeds
translate to higher power usage, which in turn requires cooling
systems to maintain reliable performance. Such requirements
are ill-suited to the constrained environments of embedded
systems. For this reason, and because embedded processors
tend to be geared more to specific classes of applications,
embedded chips have specialized hardware resources to do
more per cycle, rather than reducing the cycle time.
Many image processing routines can be expressed as a set
of instructions, called compute kernels, which transform raw
image data into meaningful information. Vector processing
units, special-purpose hardware such as video ALUs (vALUs),
and convergent cores have extended some embedded architectures to allow multiple pixels to be transformed at once. But
because of the vast amounts of data needing to be processed,
memory performance is critical. Researchers have examined
the memory hierarchy and proposed methods to minimize the
latency associated with accessing high-capacity, slow off-chip
SDRAM (called the Memory Wall effect [1], [2]). This need to
feed the computational units which may otherwise be starved
for data motivates our work and our examination of the stream
model of computing.
In this paper, we examine two approaches to using lowlatency L2 and L1 SRAM available in the memory hierarchy
of the Analog Devices Inc (ADI) Blackfin BF561 embedded
processor. The first uses SRAM to accelerate each kernel individually, and the second applies the stream model which uses
SRAM for inter-kernel dataflow. We compare these approaches

II. I MAGE P ROCESSING AND M EMORY
Many image processing routines can be summarized by
the algorithm below, where memi and memo are memory
locations; rows and cols are the number of rows and columns
in the image, respectively:
I MAGE P ROC K ERNEL (memi , rows, cols, memo )
for y ← 0 to rows − 1
do for x ← 0 to cols − 1
3
do p = G ET P IXEL (x, y, memi )
4
T RANSFORM (p)
5
S ET P IXEL (p, x, y, memo )

1
2

A program whose control flow consists of a sequence of
such transformation kernels can itself be described with the
following algorithm:

1
2

P ROCESS I MAGE
foreach kerneli in Control Flow
RUN(kerneli (origImage, rows, cols, procImage))

The RUN routine simply runs the kerneli algorithm and
transforms every pixel in origImage into the appropriate pixel
in procImage. Each kernel’s T RANSFORM routine can be
optimized using SIMD instructions that make use of replicated
hardware and media extensions to the architecture. But the
G ET P IXEL and S ET P IXEL routines access memory structures
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parallelism. For each thread and within a kernel, independent
instructions can operate at the same time, exposing instructionlevel parallelism. A particular instruction could be vectorized
and applied to many elements of the data stream using SIMD
hardware, exposing data-level parallelism [15].
The rising demand for media processing has motivated the
development of a number of architectures and re-examination
of existing architectures to work with the stream model.
Architectures such as Imagine [16], [17], Merrimac [18], and
Stream Processors Inc.’s Storm-1 [19] have been developed
explicitly to exploit the stream model.
Also, to support diverse, dynamic applications, architectures
that can be reconfigured to execute efficiently for many classes
of applications have been introduced. Architectures such as
TRIPS [20] and RAW [21] can be described as polymorphous
- that is, they can morph between a number of operating
modes, each capturing some class of applications. These
polymorphous architectures can be programmed to achieve the
stream model’s high locality and parallelism.
To program all of these architectures, a number of streaming
languages have been developed, including Stream-C/Kernel-C
for Imagine, StreamIT [22] for RAW, and the Stream Virtual
Machine specification [23], which uses two-level compilation
for code written using a supported stream language and a
number of architectures (including TRIPS, RAW, Smart Memories, Imagine, and even graphics processing units). There are
also performance studies comparing streaming and intelligent
memory architectures [24], [25] The stream model has also
been more formally studied with respect to other computing
models like Kahn process networks and dataflow [26].

which often are located in off-chip SDRAM (especially for HD
images which are much larger than many on-chip memories).
Better overall performance can be achieved by having
needed data in low-latency, on-chip memory. Conventionally,
caching has been used to move data into SRAM, but the usual
cache benefits are limited for image processing. Images have
two dimensional spatial locality, but caches only capture 1D
locality [3], [4]. Also, due to its nature, image processing has
limited temporal locality - this lack of data reuse can cause
cache pollution.
Mechanisms at both the architecture and application have
been developed to deal with this issue. Architecturally, split
caches, stream buffers, and adaptive caches [5], [6], [7], [8]
have been introduced to utilize both spatial and temporal
locality. Scratch-pad memories have been presented as a cache
alternative [9]. From the application perspective, frameworks
and methodologies have been developed to increase data
locality [10] and to perform source-to-source transformations
to ensure [11] data is consumed soon after it is produced.
Novel architectures have also been introduced to offload processing to the memory elements themselves such as vectorized
intelligent RAM, processor-in-memory, etc. [12], [13].
An alternative approach has been described in the context of
stream processors. Memory access to SDRAM only happens
initially to get data, when it is compulsory to do so, and after
the completion of all transformation kernels, with inter-kernel
communication via on-chip local stores. The next section
describes the stream model in detail.
III. S TREAM C OMPUTING PARADIGM
The stream model of computing seeks to maximize locality
while exposing parallelism [14]. Stream computing decouples
memory and computation into streams and kernels, respectively. Streams consist of a set of data records which are to be
processed. Kernels describe a sequence of instructions that are
applied to each input record and whose results are saved into
output records. A stream program is expressed as data streams
which pass through a sequence of computational kernels.
Figure 1 shows an example of the dataflow of a generalized
stream program. For example, many image processing programs can be described using a stream of pixel blocks and a
set of n transformation kernels.
as1
bs1

Fig. 1.
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IV. B LACKFIN P ROCESSOR
The Blackfin is an embedded media processor based on
the Micro Signal Architecture [27] developed jointly by Analog Devices (ADI) and Intel. The Blackfin is a fixed-point,
convergent architecture that provides both micro-controller
(MCU) and digital signal processing (DSP) functionality in
a single processor. The MCU functionality is provided with a
32-bit variable-length RISC instruction set supporting vector
operations (add/subtract, multiply, shift, etc.) and vector video
operations (add/subtract, average, sum-of-absolute-differences,
etc.). The DSP functionality is provided via two multiplyand-accumulate (MAC) units accessible via an orthogonal
instruction set allowing for up to three instructions to be issued
in parallel.
Figure 2 shows the basic units of the Blackfin core: the
address arithmetic unit (with appropriate data address and
pointer registers, and data address generators), the control
unit, and the data arithmetic unit (with data register file,
MAC units, vALUs, and ALUs). Also, given the constrained
environment in which embedded systems exist, the Blackfin
includes software-programmable on-chip PLL, dynamic power
management to vary frequency and voltage, multiple operating
modes, and memory management unit. The Blackfin hardware
supports 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit arithmetic operations - but is
optimized for 16-bit operations [28].

/ kn
E

bsn

An example dataflow graph for a generic stream program.

Locality is maximized during a kernel’s execution, because
all data accesses can be served by a local memory store
(kernel locality) and because results produced by one kernel are quickly consumed by the next (producer-consumer
locality). Given the computational resources, multiple kernels
can operate simultaneously in a pipeline, exposing thread-level
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PK T RANSFORM
foreach kerneli in Control Flow
do foreach SU BIM AGE in IM AGE
do C OPY(SU BIM AGE, kerneli .in)
4
RUN(kerneli (kerneli .in, rows, cols, kerneli .out))
5
C OPY(kerneli .out, SU BIM AGE)
1
2
3

This approach is similar to performing source transformations of inner-most loops to maximize data locality. Such
transformations may cause intra-kernel locality, but interkernel communication uses SDRAM, and incurs a per-kernel
latency penalty. A side effect of this approach is that the
results of each kernel can be saved, but at the cost of increased
memory accesses for each kernel.
B. Streaming Local Stores
Fig. 2.

An alternative approach is to use the stream model. Under
this model, SDRAM is only accessed for compulsory reads
or completion writes (i.e., only after all n kernels in the
control flow have been processed). During the processing of
the image, the data streams from one kernel to the next, all
in low-latency memory. This approach is summarized in the
following algorithm:

The Blackfin processor core.

A. Blackfin BF561
The Blackfin derivative used here is the dual-core Blackfin BF561, which is included on the BF561 EZ-KIT LITE
evaluation board. The BF561 [29] has the following memory
available:
• 64 MB SDRAM main memory in 4 banks of 16MB
(4x16MB), operating at up to 133 MHz (system clock)
1
• 128 KB on-chip L2 (8x16KB), at 300 MHz ( 2 core clock)
• 100 KB in-core L1, at 600 MHz (core clock), split into:
– 32 KB instruction (16 KB SRAM; 16KB configurable as cache or SRAM)
– 64 KB data (32 KB SRAM; 32 KB cache/SRAM)
– 4 KB scratch-pad memory

S TREAM T RANSFORM
foreach SU BIM AGE in IM AGE
do C OPY(SU BIM AGE, kernel1 .in)
foreach kerneli in Control Flow
4
do RUN(kerneli (kerneli .in, rows, cols, kerneli .out))
5
C OPY(kerneln .out, SU BIM AGE)

1
2
3

Unlike the previous approach, the inter-kernel communication does not use SDRAM and the results of each kernel are
not saved - only the final results are saved. For programs where
intermediate results are not important, the reduced number of
memory accesses provides higher performance.

V. A PPROACHES TO U SING M EMORY
In our analysis we evaluate three different memory configurations: a worst-case baseline which maps both the original
image and the processed image to SDRAM, and two which use
low-latency memory. The first low-latency approach copies a
partition of the original image to SRAM for each processing
kernel, and saves the processed image again to SRAM, which
is then written back to SDRAM. The second approach streams
the processed subimages between kernels - only reading
data from SDRAM when compulsory and writing results to
SDRAM when the processing is complete. The following
subsections explain these approaches more fully.

C. Developing Other Stream Image Processing Programs
Because our approach uses convolution kernel routines,
other image processing algorithms (sharpening, embossing,
etc.) could be implemented following the same methodology.
In order to add more kernels to the stream, we utilized a C data
structure representing a kernel, which included pointers to the
input/output records and a callback for the kernel’s function,
and three routines shown below:
• ADD K ERNEL - adds a kernel data structure to a linked
list representing the control flow of the program
• NEW S TREAM R EC - allocates low-latency memory for
input/output records of a kernel
• MAP S TREAM - maps existing records for a kernel
An initialization using the above routines sets up the control
flow of a stream program. Following this initialization, a list
traversal of the control flow would call each kernel in the
sequence specified. The addition of new kernels or stream
mappings only requires a different initialization, without requiring a specialized stream compiler.

A. Per-Kernel Storage
This approach copies subimages into input records, runs
a computational kernel, saves results into output records,
and saves these records back to SDRAM; this process is
then repeated for the next kernel in the control flow of the
program. This approach is summarized in the following
algorithm:
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VI. E DGE D ETECTION W ORKLOAD
A common problem for automotive computer vision systems
is to highlight edges. For example, systems using multiple
cameras to perceive road traffic often use software to create a
map based on the edge detection of stereo images. This data
can be used for lane guidance, vehicle tracking, automated
braking control, etc.
Revisiting the generic I MAGE P ROC K ERNEL algorithm, our
program uses 2D convolution as the T RANSFORM subroutine.
During convolution, each pixel in the input image is transformed into a weighted sum of its neighbors. The weights
are stored in a matrix usually referred to as the “kernel.” To
avoid confusion with the concept of computational kernels, we
will refer to this matrix as a kernel-matrix. The similarity of
terms is intentional: kernel-matrices should be stored to lowlatency memory because a compute kernel frequently accesses
its elements.
Our program performs edge-detection using two convolutions. The first performs a Gaussian blur to reduce noise
(such as dust particles in an image), the second performs a
Sobel gradient response operation in which the intensity of
the resulting image is highest near edges (in either direction).
Figure 3 shows the dataflow of this program.


2
1
0
0 
−2 −1

To make use of the Blackfin’s dual-MAC DSP instruction
set, we used and adapted the Sobel assembly provided in
the Blackfin SDK 2.0 [33]. For the Gaussian blur kernel,
two pixels were processed concurrently; for the Sobel kernel,
both horizontal and vertical convolutions were performed in
parallel.
For edge detection, image boundaries are important. Using
a partitioned image introduces erroneous edges due to the
borders of the resulting sub-images. Both convolutions used
3x3 kernel-matrices, so each partitioned subimage needed to
access the last row of the previous subimage. A moving
window of “live” data was used; data was copied into SRAM,
processed, saved, and the window re-addressed to repeat the
process for the next sub-image.
Our input dataset is a 1920x1080 pixel (WxH) image
extracted from a HD video. Below we describe the memory
configuration used and the results obtained (presented in
Tables I-IV. All results are generated by running on the real
(versus simulated) Blackfin hardware and are the average of
five trials per configuration.
A. Baseline Approach

Image
stream

/ G AUSS
>

Gauss

/ S OBEL
;

Edge
stream

The baseline represents the worst-case because the memory
accesses are all mapped to SDRAM, as depicted in the
following algorithm:
/

Sobel

matrix

Fig. 3.

Blur
stream

matrices

1
2

Dataflow graph for Edge Detection program

To build a stream control flow for the program depicted in
Fig. 3, the following initialization calls would be made:
ADD K ERNEL (G AUSS )
ADD K ERNEL (S OBEL )
NEW S TREAM R EC(G AUSS , rows, cols, INPUT )
NEW S TREAM R EC(G AUSS , rows, cols, OUTPUT )
NEW S TREAM R EC(S OBEL , rows, cols, OUTPUT )
MAP S TREAM (G AUSS , OUPUT, S OBEL , INPUT)

E DGE D ETECT
RUN(G AUSS(origImage, rows, cols, blurImage))
RUN(S OBEL(blurImage, rows, cols, edgeImage))

origImage, blurImage, and edgeImage are pointers to
main memory. Table I shows the baseline results: despite
the use of both MAC units and hand-coded assembly, the
total runtime is reduced from 3.41 to 2.48 sec - only a 27%
reduction. This result demonstrates that utilizing the memory
hierarchy effectively is, for our image processing workload,
more important than effectively using the computational resources.
TABLE I
BASELINE : WORST- CASE MEMORY USAGE

VII. I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS
We implemented an edge detector in C using the Visual
DSP++ 4.0 integrated development and debugging environment, and the web tutorial provided by [30] to convolve
bitmap (BMP) source images with the kernel-matrices below:
Gauss for blurring [31], and Sobelx , Sobely for vertical
and horizontal edge detection [32].


1 2 1
1 
2 4 2 
Gauss =
16
1 2 1


−1 0 1
Sobelx =  −2 0 2 
−1 0 1

Memory copies
Gauss convolution
Sobel convolution

C code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
0 (0)
954, 852, 092 (1.59)
1, 092, 902, 630 (1.82)

ASM code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
0 (0)
568, 957, 265 (0.95)
921, 313, 359 (1.54)

B. Per-Kernel Approach
Expanding on the algorithm PK T RANSFORM, the perkernel approach utilizes the BF561 by mapping each kernel’s
input and output records to L2 or L1 SRAM.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

remain about the same compared to the per-kernel approach,
but the overall runtime is reduced.

PK E DGE D ETECT
foreach SU BIM AGE in IM AGE
do C OPY(SU BIM AGE, G AUSS.in)
RUN(G AUSS(G AUSS.in, rows, cols, G AUSS.out))
C OPY(G AUSS.out, SU BIM AGE)
foreach SU BIM AGE in IM AGE
do C OPY(SU BIM AGE, S OBEL.in)
RUN(S OBEL(S OBEL.in, rows, cols, S OBEL.out))
C OPY(S OBEL.out, SU BIM AGE)

TABLE IV
S TREAM L2 MEMORY USAGE

Memory copies
Gauss convolution
Sobel convolution

In Table II, the effect of using L2 is shown. This approach
introduces a delay due to copying image data into and out
of L2, but shows that localizing data accesses impacts total
runtime that is less than the Sobel convolution alone, in the
worst-case. Also, the effect of using both MAC units is more
pronounced, the total runtime is decreased from 1.77 to 0.84
sec - a reduction of 53%, almost double the baseline reduction.

C code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
128, 774, 780 (0.21)
349, 059, 870 (0.58)
450, 126, 228 (0.75)

ASM code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
63, 907, 125 (0.11)
174, 687, 337 (0.29)
198, 936, 082 (0.33)

Table V shows that again the stream model provides the
best runtime, with the convolution runtimes being about the
same as in the per-kernel approach. In the next subsection we
compare the approaches and summarize the results.
TABLE V
S TREAM L1 MEMORY USAGE

TABLE II
P ER -K ERNEL L2 MEMORY USAGE

Memory copies
Gauss convolution
Sobel convolution

C code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
257, 576, 841 (0.43)
353, 170, 263 (0.59)
450, 098, 388 (0.75)

Memory copies
Gauss convolution
Sobel convolution

ASM code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
127, 812, 414 (0.21)
174, 660, 214 (0.29)
198, 909, 374 (0.33)

C code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
116, 647, 351 (0.19)
194, 094, 567 (0.32)
300, 982, 290 (0.50)

ASM code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
56, 225, 653 (0.09)
27, 028, 002 (0.05)
48, 540, 970 (0.08)

D. Summary
Table III shows that even though the copy time is about
the same (∼0.20 sec for the assembly implementation) due to
the SDRAM latency, the convolution runtimes can be reduced
with L1 accesses at core-clock speed.

Tables VI and VII show the combined results for the three
approaches, ordered by decreasing execution time in seconds,
for both the C and assembly implementations.
TABLE VI
C OMPARING MEMORY UTILIZATION APPROACHES WITH C

TABLE III
P ER -K ERNEL L1 MEMORY USAGE

IMPLEMENTATION .

Memory copies
Gauss convolution
Sobel convolution

C code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
233, 324, 154 (0.39)
198, 205, 503 (0.33)
300, 954, 794 (0.50)

ASM code
Cycles (Runtime, sec)
112, 447, 043 (0.19)
26, 998, 728 (0.04)
48, 514, 428 (0.08)

Baseline
Per-Kernel L2
Stream L2
Per-Kernel L1
Stream L1

C. Stream Approach
Expanding on the algorithm S TREAM T RANSFORM, the
stream and per-kernel approaches both map each kernel’s
input and output records to L2 or L1 SRAM. But the stream
approach only accesses SDRAM when compulsory or when
data has been completely processed and is ready to be saved.

Total
Runtime, sec
3.41
1.77
1.55
1.22
1.02

Speedup compared
to Baseline
1.00
1.93
2.20
2.80
3.34

TABLE VII
C OMPARING MEMORY UTILIZATION APPROACHES WITH ASSEMBLY
IMPLEMENTATION .

S TREAM E DGE D ETECT
foreach SU BIM AGE in IM AGE
do C OPY(SU BIM AGE, G AUSS.in)
RUN(G AUSS(G AUSS.in, cols, G AUSS.out))
4
RUN(S OBEL(G AUSS.out, rows, cols, S OBEL.out))
5
C OPY(S OBEL, SU BIM AGE)

Baseline
Per-Kernel L2
Stream L2
Per-Kernel L1
Stream L1

1
2
3

Total
Runtime, sec
2.48
0.84
0.73
0.31
0.22

Speedup compared
to Baseline
1.00
2.95
3.40
8.00
11.3

Accessing both MAC units shows little performance benefit
for the baseline approach using only SDRAM. The total
runtime is reduced from 3.41 to 2.48 sec, a mere 27% decrease
attained by using hand-coded assembly. The penalty for using

In Table IV the effects of using the stream model are shown.
This approach reduces the copy delay because only compulsory or complete accesses occur. The convolution runtimes
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higher latency memory outweighs the benefits of using the
computational resources efficiently.
However when L2 is used, the assembly’s power is shown
as the edge detector runs over 2X faster for both low-latency
approaches (and either implementation). Using L1 is even
more beneficial, providing over 3X faster runtimes. Even
higher performance is achieved by using the stream approach
which uses low-latency meory as often as possible.

The stream model discussed above provides a natural means
to express image processing programs such that the memory
hierarchy is effectively used (i.e., on-chip memory is used for
the majority of data streams). The model is simple enough to
be implemented using basic C data structures and callbacks to
represent control flow, but powerful enough to achieve an order
of magnitude speedup compared to the worst-case baseline
approach.
X. F UTURE W ORK

VIII. R ELATED W ORK

The Stream Virtual Machine [23] described above contains
master control and slave kernel processors, and DMA units.
The Blackfin supports dual cores and a DMA engine. If a
low-level compiler for the SVM were developed to support it,
then programs written in stream languages could potentially
perform better on the Blackfin. Other embedded systems
supporting similar features could also stand to benefit from
the use of the stream model.

Previous work used the Blackfin’s configurable memory focused on mapping code to SRAM and a code layout tool [34].
Recently, frameworks to develop optimized media applications
on the Blackfin have described a set of “templates” which
exploit predictable data access patterns to make use of lowlatency memory. [35], [36], [37]
The stream processing paradigm [38] is naturally suited to
media applications [39], [40], which display large amounts of
parallelism, little reuse of data, and a high ratio of computations to memory accesses. Some scientific applications have
similar characteristics but a difference lies in memory access
patterns. Whereas media applications fit well into streams
because the gathering of data will be more or less sequential,
scientific applications often need more random access to
memory.
Despite this difference, Gummaraju and Rosenblum [41]
found a 27% performance increase using the stream paradigm
for certain scientific applications. The architecture used was
the Intel Pentium 4 and the performance was limited due to
the cache overhead of non-temporal loads and stores. The
Blackfin has a configurable memory hierarchy and stands to
benefit by using low-latency memory, without the overhead of
maintaining the cache.
The Data Transfer and Storage Exploration methodology [11] performs data-dependence analysis and performs
source-to-source code transformations (such as loop transformations) to ensure optimizations for the memory hierarhcy
(for example, reorganizing inner and outer loops to improve
producer-consumer locality). The stream model incorporates
some of the same lessons of the DTSE project and its
programming style might serve to reduce some of the loop
transformations.
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